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Structure and dynamics of ferroelectric liquid crystal cells exhibiting thresholdless switching
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Surface-stabilized ferroelectric liquid crystal cells are usually bistable, with the spontaneous polarization
either up or down, perpendicular to the plane of the cell. In materials with high spontaneous polarization the
polarization charge self-interaction leads to a monostable structure that exhibits a thresholdless, ‘‘V-shaped’’
switching of the optical response to an applied voltage. With a model that includes the electrostatic self-energy
of the spontaneous polarization, we examine the transition from bistablity to monostability as a function of the
polar and nonpolar anchoring energies, the liquid crystal elasticity, and the thickness of the alignment layers.
Two bistable and one monostable structures are possible. The bistable state is only obtained when the thickness
of the insulating alignment layer and the polar anchoring energy are small, or when the spontaneous polariza-
tion is small. From linear stability analysis we get analytical expressions for the limits of stability of the
structures. Numerical calculations show that in some ranges of the parameters two structures can coexist. We
also present the calculation of the polarization fluctuation modes. The lowest one becomes soft at the continu-
ous transitions among the structures and at the limits of stability.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.65.021708 PACS number~s!: 61.30.Cz, 61.30.Gd, 42.79.Kr
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I. INTRODUCTION

Chiral ferroelectric liquid crystals confined between p
allel plates that induce planar alignment of the liquid crys
director can form structures with the smectic layers perp
dicular to the cell plates~bookshelf geometry!. When the cell
thickness is smaller than the pitch of the SmC* phase, the
helix is suppressed and the director structure is the sam
all layers—a surface-stabilized ferroelectric liquid crys
~SSFLC! is obtained. The most well known SSFLC structu
is bistable@1#. In an ideal case, the spontaneous polarizat
P points in either direction~up or down! perpendicular to the
plane of the cell and the optic axis is in the plane of the c
at one or the other extreme position on the SmC* tilt cone,
so that in switching from one stable state to the other
optic axis rotates by twice the cone angle. The transit
from the up to the down state can be achieved by applying
external electric field.

In some planar-aligned and surface-stabilized cells of c
ral smectic liquid crystals a different type of switching
obtained@2#. With crossed polarizer and analyzer perpe
dicular and parallel to the normal to smectic layers, the
tical transmission curve is symmetric around zero volta
and is characteristically ‘‘V shaped,’’ that is, it rises nearl
linearly until it reaches saturation at some voltage6V« .
Since such cells always return to the same state at zero
age, they are monostable. This means that the applied
tric field induces continuous reorientation of the optic ax
which is along the layer normal for zero applied voltage,V
50. Recent experiments on ‘‘V-shaped’’ switching cells have
demonstrated that the effect is a feature of the ferroelec
SmC* phase@3#, and that the rotation of the optic axis is du
to the reorientation on the smecticC* cone@3,4#. It has also
been shown that the effect is electrostatic in origin@5#, a
result of the spontaneous polarization self-interaction, wh
becomes important in materials with sufficiently highP.
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The mechanism can be understood in the following w
Consider a slab of SmC* material in a bookshelf structure a
depicted in Fig. 1. The cell is formed by two conductin
electrodes separated from the liquid crystal by an insula
alignment layer. LetV50 initially. The anchoring at the sur
face is planar, so that the minimum surface energy is
tained forP perpendicular to the surface. The perpendicu
~x! component ofP creates a surface polarization charge th
must be compensated by free charges on the electro
Since these are separated from the liquid crystal by the al
ment layer, an electric field is created in the alignment lay
When the electrostatic energy of this field is greater than
surface anchoring energy, it is energetically favorable for
polarization to orient parallel to the cell plates, breaking t
surface anchoring. This situation is of course monosta
The importance of the field in the alignment layer was
ready recognized in Ref.@6#. As the electrostatic energy o

FIG. 1. Bookshelf geometry of a tilted chiral smectic. The liqu
crystal is between glass plates with transparent ITO electro
coated with nonconducting alignment layers. The smectic layers
normal to the plates. Shown are the tilt cone angleu relative to the
layer normalz the spontaneous polarizationP, and the azimuthal
orientationf of P. ‘‘ V-shaped’’ switching is observed with nor
mally incident light between crossed polarizers.
©2002 The American Physical Society08-1
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the alignment layer is proportional toP2, a monostable state
is obtained for highP materials.

Thresholdless switching has also been attributed to a
ferroelectricity in planar smectic liquid crystal cells@7#. The-
oretical modeling of the effect in antiferroelectric liquid cry
tals has recently been presented in Refs.@8# and @9#.

Both the bistable and monostable structures are very
portant for display applications. Their respective elect
optic characteristics are quite different, so it is important
understand what the parameters are that determine w
structure is obtained. In this paper we present the result
model calculations of the director configurations obtained
different surface anchoring properties, spontaneous pola
tion, and elasticity of the liquid crystal. The stability of di
ferent structures and the nature of the transitions betw
them are closely associated with the lowest relaxation
dynamic mode of the system, which we also calculate in
model. In the following, we first give some energy consid
ations showing which structures can occur, and then g
detailed numerical results for the stability of the structu
and the relaxation rate of the lowest polarization fluctuat
mode as a function of the relevant parameters.

II. FREE ENERGY AND EQUILIBRIUM STRUCTURES

The equilibrium structures that can exist in SSFLC ce
can be understood by examining the free energy of the
tem. The cell of thicknessL, shown in Fig. 1, is formed by
two conducting electrodes separated from the liquid cry
by insulating alignment layers of thicknessb!L and dielec-
tric constant«1 . The cell is assumed to be homogeneous
the plane of the plates, so thatP depends only on thex
coordinate and the electric fieldE only has anx component.
The total energy of the cell is the sum of the elastic, elec
static, and surface energies. The total field iss/(«1«0)
2P sinf in the liquid crystal, ands/(««0) in the alignment
layer, wheres is free charge surface density on the ele
trodes. At constants the free energy of the system is

F5E
2L/2

L/2 F1

2
KS df

dx D 2

1
1

2««0
P2 sin2 f2

s

««0
P sinfGdx

1S b

«1«0
1

L

2««0
Ds21WS , ~1!

whereK is an effective elastic constant,« the dielectric con-
stant of the liquid crystal, andWS the surface energy. Th
second term in the square brackets is the self-energy of
spontaneous polarization, and the third term describes
interaction ofP with the field due tos. The first term outside
the integral is the electrostatic energy of the field due tos in
the liquid crystal and alignment layer. In Eq.~1! we have
neglected the dependence of the liquid crystal dielectric
sor onf, i.e., we have assumed a constant«. As we have the
voltage V between the electrodes that is fixed, nots, we
must transform Eq.~1! to free enthalpyG5F2Vs and ex-
presss in terms of V. Integrating the total field over the
alignment layer and liquid crystal we have
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V5sS 2b

«1«0
1

L

««0
D2

1

««0
E

2L/2

L/2

P sinf dx, ~2!

and

G5E
2L/2

L/2 F1

2
KS df

dx D 2

1
1

2««0
P2 sin2 fGdx2

««0

2L~11a!

3S V1
1

««0
E

2L/2

L/2

P sinfdxD 2

1WS , ~3!

where we have introduceda52«b/(«1L) as the reduced
thickness of the alignment layer.

The anchoring energy forP pointing into or out of the
surface is usually not the same, and the surface ancho
energy can be decomposed into a nonpolar part invar
with respect to polarization reversal, and a polar part t
depends on the polarity ofP with respect to the normal to th
surface. We writeWS in the form

WS52w1@sinf~2L/2!2sinf~L/2!#

2w2@sin2 f~2L/2!1sin2 f~L/2!#. ~4!

The equilibrium structure of the system is obtained by mi
mizing G with respect tof(x).

To see that more than one equilibrium structure can e
in an SSFLC cell, we first qualitatively examine differe
contributions toG. Let V50, corresponding to a short
circuited cell. Spatial inhomogeneities ofP produce polariza-
tion charges and an internal field in the liquid crystal, i
creasing the electrostatic energy. So in a material with h
spontaneous polarizationP will tend to be homogeneous in
most of the liquid crystal slab. Let us first neglect the po
part of WS , and assume thatP andf are constant. Then

G5
b

«1«0~11a!
P2 sin2 f22w2 sin2 f. ~5!

The first term is just the electrostatic energy of the alignm
layer. When

P2,2«1«0w2

11a

b
, ~6!

the equilibrium state will be the one with polarization pe
pendicular to the slab, pointing either up or down. This is
usual bistable bookshelf structure and we designate it byB.
For largerP, not satisfying Eq.~6!, it is advantageous for the
surface anchoring to break so thatP is in the plane of the
slab (f50) and the electrostatic energy is zero. This stru
ture exhibits monostable ‘‘V-shaped’’ switching, and we des
ignate it byV. For theV state the field inside liquid crysta
is zero. It remains zero even with an applied volta
uVu,2bP/(«1«0) @5#.

Consider now the effect of liquid crystal elasticity. Inspe
tion of the first two terms of Eq.~1! shows that j
5A««0K/P2 has the dimension of length. Whenj is much
smaller than the sample thickness, it gives the thicknes
deformed layers at the surfaces when the anchoring co
8-2
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tions dictate different orientation ofP than the electrostatic
energy.j can be used as a measure of the liquid crys
elasticity. We first examine the stability of theB structure
with respect to small perturbations fromf5p/2, again set-
ting the polar part of the anchoringw150. Let us introduce
c5p/22f. The quadratic part of the free energyG in terms
of c for V50 is

G5E
2L/2

L/2 F1

2
KS dc

dxD 2

2
a

2««0~11a!
P2c2Gdx

1w2@c~2L/2!21c~L/2!2#. ~7!

The function that makesG extremal is of the formc
5A coskx, with k5AaP2««0(11a)K. Inserting it back in
Eq. ~7!, we see thatG has a minimum for a finite value ofA
when

w2,
P

2 S aK

««0~11a! D
1/2

tan
kL

2
5

P2

2««0

a

~11a!k
tan

kL

2
.

~8!

For values ofw2 satisfying condition~8! the stable structure
is inhomogeneous, with splayed spontaneous polariza
while for largerw2 theB structure is stable. The actual valu
of A, giving the amount of splay, can of course only
obtained by keeping higher-order terms inG. The splayed
structure is still bistable, as it can be either close tof
5p/2 or f52p/2, so we designate it byBdef. For large
elastic constantK, so thatj@L and kL!1, condition ~8!
reduces to the simple condition~6! for the stability of theB
structure obtained above. For a less elastically stiff sys
the critical value ofw2 increases, that is, the range of stab
ity of the B structure is decreased, from which we can in
that there exists a range of values ofw2 in which Bdef is also
stable with respect to theV structure. Condition~8! also
shows that forkL.p the homogeneousB structure is never
stable.

We note here that in Eqs.~6! and ~8! and similar expres-
sions below, the polarization energy density acts as a sca
factor. So for materials with smaller polarization theB struc-
ture is stable at smallerw2 . As w2 is determined by the
preparation procedure of the surface~the amount of rubbing,
etc.!, and does not depend onP, experimentally with smallP
one obtains the bistableB structure and with largeP the
monostableV structure.

The analysis of the stability ofB towardsBdef can easily
be extended forw1Þ0. We find thatB becomes unstable fo

w2,
P

2 S aK

««0~11a! D
1/2

3

S 11
««0~11a!w1

2

aKP2 sin2 kD D 1/2

2coskL

2 sinkL
, ~9!

which shows that increasing the polar part (w1) of the an-
choring energy also reduces the stability of the pure bo
shelf structureB.
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The stability of theV structure can be analyzed in a sim
lar way. We assume thatf is small throughout the slab an
again take only the quadratic part ofG with V50,

G5E
2L/2

L/2 F1

2
KS df

dx D 2

1
1

2««0
P2f2Gdx

2
P2

2««0L~11a! S E
2L/2

L/2

f dxD 2

1Ws, ~10!

where WS52w1@f(2L/2)2f(L/2)#2w2@f(2L/2)2

1f(L/2)2#. In order thatf be small at the boundaries,K
must not be too small with respect tow1 . We now get an
inhomogeneous Euler-Lagrange equation

2j2
d2f

dx2 1f5
1

~11a!L E
2L/2

L/2

f dx, ~11!

with the solution f5A sinh(x/j)1B@cosh(x/j)1(2j/
aL)sinh(L/2j)#, whereA andB are constants. Inserting thi
solution back into expression~10! and requiring thatG is
minimal we get

A5
w1

AKP2/««0 coshL/2j22w2 sinhL/2j
~12!

and find thatBÞ0 if

w2.
bP2

«1«0

sinhL/2j

2 sinhL/2j1a/j coshL/2j
. ~13!

WhenB50 we have theV structure with a deformed bound
ary layer due to finitew1 andK. The divergence ofA for w2
large enough, so that the denominator of Eq.~12! becomes
zero, has no direct physical meaning because the linear
proximation is not valid for largeA, but we will see later in
the numerical results that we indeed get some new inter
ing features for largew2 . Nonzero value ofB represents the
Bdef structure. For an elastically stiff system, wherej is
large, condition~13! again reduces to the simple conditio
~6! for the B to V transition. In the limit of smallj, the
transition from V to Bdef occurs at w25P2aj/2««0

5PaAK/4««0.
Let us look at a specific material like W415@10#, taking

P5300 nC/cm2, «510, andL52 mm. A realistic value for
the thickness of the alignment layer in typical cells isb
510 nm and for its dielectric constant«1510. We then get
that a50.01 andj/L50.005, so that we are in the abov
limit of small j. The V structure will be stable for nonpola
anchoring energyw2,231024 J/m2, which represents a
relatively strong anchoring. We also get thatkL520, which
is much larger thanp, so that the pureB structure is never
stable. If the spontaneous polarization is 10 times sma
the transition fromV to Bdef occurs atw2'231025 J/m2.
This is smaller than usual anchoring energies of well p
pared samples, so in lowP materials, bistable switching is
usually observed. According to Eq.~8! we now also get the
transition from Bdef to B with w150 at w251024 J/m2,
8-3
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while with w151024 J/m2, the transition value ofw2 , ac-
cording to Eq.~9!, increases by about 20%.

Figure 2 shows all the possible structures obtained by
stability analysis of the free enthalpy functional. For lar
nonpolar anchoring energyw2 , thin insulating alignment
layer, and largej5A««0K/P2, the pure bookshelf structur
B is stable@Fig. 2~a!#. By decreasingw2 first the deformed
bistable structureBdef @Fig. 2~b!#, then the monostableV
structure, characterized by the ‘‘V-shaped’’ switching is ob-
tained@Fig. 2~c!#. For smallj theB structure is never stable
while for largej, the Bdef structure disappears. Figure 2~b!
and 2~c! assume a nonzerow1 . For w150, theBdef structure
is even with respect to the center of the cell, and theV
structure hasf50 throughout.

III. NUMERICAL CALCULATION OF THE STABILITY
DIAGRAMS

To get a more detailed picture of the stable structures
the transitions among them, we must consider the comp
expression for the free enthalpyG and find its minima nu-
merically. We divide the cell thickness~x axis! into n inter-
vals, wheren is usually 100, and takeL as the unit of length.
We also introduce the dimensionless free enthalpyg
5««0G/LP2, a relative stiffness parameterk5j2/L2, di-
mensionless anchoring strengthsr 1 and r 2 with r i
5««0wi /LP2, and the dimensionless voltagev
5««0V/LP. With this choice of the dimensionless param
eters the magnitude ofP acts as a scaling parameter.k andr 2
scale as 1/P2. The polar anchoring strengthw1 depends gen-

FIG. 2. Polarization anglef as a function of position for the
three possible structures.~a! The B structure is homogeneous an
bistable withf56p/2. ~b! In theBdef structure there is a deforme
layer of thicknessj5AP2/««0K at each surface, and in the midd
of the cell 0,ufu,p/2, so the structure is also bistable.~c! In the
monostableV structure there is a deformed surface layer of thic
nessj and in the middle of the cellf50.
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erally on both steric and dipolar interactions between
surface and the liquid crystal molecules, sow1 probably has
a less than linear dependence onP, but we still expect it to
increase with increasingP. Then r 1 should scale asP2a,
with a between 1 and 2. As the spontaneous polarizatio
temperature dependent, some of the features of the stab
of the structures with respect to the values of the parame
discussed below, could be experimentally observable by a
lyzing the structure of a given sample as a function of te
perature.

We use the trapezoidal rule for integration, so that

g5
1

2n (
i 51

n

@k~f i2f i 21!2n21sin2 f i #2
1

4n
~sin2 f0

1sin2 g fn!2
1

2~11a! Fv1
1

n ( sinf i2
1

2n
~sinf0

1sinfn!G2

2r 1~sinf02sinfn!2r 2~sin2 f01sin2 fn!.

~14!

The additional endpoint terms come from the trapezoidal
tegration formula and can significantly affect the results
small anchoring energies. We minimizeg with respect to the
valuesf i using the Davidon-Fletcher-Powell method@11#. In
order not to miss any metastable structures, we do two m
mizations for every choice of the values of the paramete
once starting with values forf i close to 0 and once close t
p/2.

Figure 3 shows the stability diagram with respect to t
two anchoring parametersr 1 andr 2 for a moderate value o
the stiffness parameterk. As expected, theV structure is
stable for small nonpolar anchoringr 2 , while for larger 2 the
B structure is stable. Larger values of polar anchoring

-

FIG. 3. Stability diagram of the structures vs the polar and n
polar anchoring parametersr 1 and r 2 (r 15««0wi /LP2) for the
scaled alignment layer thicknessa50.01 and stiffnessk5j2/L2

50.01. V(m) and B(m) designate metastable structures. So
curves indicate continuous transitions between structures.
dashed curve is the limit of stability of theV(m) structure, and the
dot-dashed curve shows where the free enthalpies ofV and B are
equal.
8-4
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STRUCTURE AND DYNAMICS OF FERROELECTRIC . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 65 021708
crease the range of stability of theV structure. Between the
V andB structures we get theBdef structure ifr 1 is not too
large.

The analytical results of the preceding section agree q
well with the numerical results. The numerically obtain
transition line from theB to theBdef structure is the same a
calculated by Eq.~9!, while the transition to theV structure
at smallr 1 is accurately given by Eq.~13!.

There are also some new features not obtained by
linear stability analysis. For small and moderate values or 1
the transitions are continuous, but forr 1.0.05 ~in the upper
right part of Fig. 3! two structures can coexist: we can eith
have a stableV structure and a metastableV structure, or a
stableV and metastableB structure. It is very interesting tha
the limit of metastability of theV-structure curves back to
wards smaller values ofr 1 with increasingr 2 , so that the
metastableV structure is reentrant at larger 2 . This is under-
standable intuitively: larger 2 means a large potential barrie
at f50 and sincer 1 causes a deformed surface layer, th
potential barrier pins the polarization at the symmetric m
position. Likewise in the case of the metastableB structure
going intoV structure,f at one surface must climb over th
potential barrier atf50. In Fig. 3 the line separating th
regions of metastibility of the two structures is determin
by examining where the free enthalpies of the two structu
are equal.

Figure 4 shows the stability diagram vsr 1 and r 2 for a
smaller value of the stiffness parameterk. The general fea-
tures of Fig. 3 are retained except that the coexistence re
is considerably increased. This is to be expected as smalk
means larger~and narrower! deformations at the boundarie
and, therefore, a more pronounced effect of the surface
ergy barrier atf50. Also not surprisingly, at smallerr 1 the
stability of the Bdef structure, as evidenced by the relati
size of the interval ofr 2 in which it exists, is increased.

The stability diagram vs the effective thickness of t
alignment layera and nonpolar anchoring parameterr 2 is
shown in Fig. 5. At smallr 1 we again get a domain of stab
V structure, the width of which increases with increasinga.
At small a and larger 2 we get theB structure. For thicker
alignment layers and larger 2 we get theBdef structure. It is
interesting that for sufficiently largea the B structure does

FIG. 4. Same as in Fig. 3, with smaller stiffnessk5j2/L2

50.0016.
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not appear for any value ofr 2 . This is understandable: fo
largea the electrostatic energy of the alignment layer in t
B structure is larger than the energy of the deformed la
with f5p/2 at the surface in theBdef structure, so that in-
creasingr 2 has no effect. At larger values ofr 2 we again get
coexisting structures, with theV structure stable and theBdef
structure metastable in the middle domain on the right, a
Bdef or B stable andV metastable in the upper part of Fig.

For k close to 1, a rather large value of the stiffness p
rameter that would occur in a material with a smallP
&3 nC/cm2, the stability diagram becomes much simpl
TheBdef structure disappears and we have theB structure for
reasonable values ofr 2 . For smallr 2 , that is forw2 of the
order of 1026– 1027 J/m2, we get a direct transition to theV
structure with increasing eithera or r 1 . As w251026 J/m2 is
an unrealistically small value, theB structure, possibly ac-
companied by a chevron, is generally observed in lowP
materials.

IV. FLUCTUATIONS

The dynamics of the system can be most convenie
obtained through Landau-Khalatnikov formalism. Assumi
a single viscosityh, the rate of relaxation off towards equi-
librium is given by

h
]f

]t
5

dG

df
. ~15!

To get the small amplitude polarization fluctuation mod
and their relaxation rates we have to linearize Eq.~15!
around the equilibrium configuration and solve the result
eigenfunction and eigenvalue problem. As we only have
merical solutions for the equilibrium configuration, this h
to be done numerically too. An equivalent procedure for lo
order modes with wave numbers much smaller than 1/Dx,

FIG. 5. Stability diagram of the structures vs the scaled ali
ment layer thicknessa and the nonpolar anchoring parametersr 2

5««0w2 /LP2, for r 150.01 and stiffnessk5j2/L250.0016.V(m)
and B(m) designate metastable structures. Solid curves indic
continuous transitions between structures, dashed curve is the
of stability of theV(m) structure, and the dot-dashed curve sho
where the free enthalpies are equal. Fora.0.015 the homogeneou
bookshelfB structure is unstable for all values ofr 2 .
8-5
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MARTIN ČOPIČ, JOSEPH E. MACLENNAN, AND NOEL A. CLARK PHYSICAL REVIEW E65 021708
whereDx is the size of the grid, is to form the matrix of th
second derivatives of the free enthalpy, i.e., the susceptib
matrix

Mi j 5
]2g

]f i]f j
. ~16!

The eigenvalues of this matrix, evaluated at a given equi
rium structure, are proportional to the relaxation rates of
polarization modes, with some effective viscosity as the p
portionality factor. The shape of the modes can be obtai
from the eigenvectors ofM . Of course, in our model only the
modes in thex direction are considered, as we do not allo
spatial variations in they and z directions. In a full three-
dimensional treatment each mode would be a branch of fl
tuations with continuous quadratic dependence of the re
ation rate onqy andqz .

The mode belonging to the lowest eigenvalue ofM would
be just the Goldstone~phase! mode in an infinite sample
Finite size and surface anchoring make the relaxation
finite and strongly dependent on the thickness of the sam
This mode gives the dominant contribution to the dielec
response at low frequencies. It was first studied in Ref.@12#,
and has been called the ‘‘thickness mode’’ in Ref.@13#.

The analysis of the slowest mode also shows very cle
the nature of the transitions among different structures. W
a transition between two structures is continuous, the low
relaxation rate goes to zero at the same point in control
rameter space for both structures. In the case of coexis
structures, the lowest relaxation rate of each structure goe
zero at the limit of~meta!stability of the structure.

Figure 6 shows a contour plot of the lowest eigenvalue
M for stable or metastable structures as a function ofr 1 and
r 2 , with the other parameters being the same as in Fig. 3.
clarity, in Fig. 7 we also present two cuts through Fig. 6
constantr 1 . For r 1&0.03, we have no coexisting structure
so the transitions from theV to Bdef and from theBdef to B

FIG. 6. Contour plot of the fundamental mode relaxation rate
the polar and nonpolar anchoring parametersr 1 and r 2 (r i

5««0wi /LP2) for alignment layer thicknessa50.01 and stiffness
k5j2/L250.01 ~compare with Fig. 3.!. The mode relaxation rate
goes to zero at the continuous transition lines~dot dashed! and at
the limit of stability of theV structure~end of dashed lines!. The
contour lines for theV structure in the region of coexistence wi
the B structure are shown dashed.
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structure are continuous and the relaxation rate goes to
at the transition lines from both sides. Atr 1>0.04, the tran-
sitions to theBdef andB structures are still continuous, wit
corresponding soft modes, but we also get the reent
metastableV structure. At the limit of metastability of this
structure, the relaxation rate of its lowest fluctuation mo
~dashed line in Fig. 7! goes to zero, as expected. For larg
values ofr 1 , for instance,r 150.05, the fundamental mod
of the V structure never becomes soft, indicating that theV
structure remains stable or metastable for all values ofr 2 . At
large enough values ofr 2 , the Bdef structure also become
possible and goes to theB structure at a larger value ofr 2 .
The corresponding relaxation rate starts from zero at
limit of metastability of theBdef structure and is again soft a
the continuous transition to theB structure.

The fundamental fluctuation modes of the three structu
are observable by dielectric spectroscopy or optically
light scattering. By examining the displacement of ea
mode we see that the dielectric strength of the mode is la
in theV structure and at theV to Bdef transition, and weak a
the Bdef to B transition. By light scattering the mode is a
ways observable by a proper choice of the scattering ge
etry.

Figure 8 is a contour plot of the fundamental mode rela
ation rate vsa andr 2 . We again see the same features as
Fig. 6 and 7. At the continuous transition lines fromV to Bdef
and fromBdef to B the mode becomes soft. The relaxatio
rate of the structures also goes to zero at the limits of m
stability of both theV andB structure.

V. APPLIED VOLTAGE RESPONSE

Our model also allows us to simulate the quasistatic
sponse of the system to an applied voltage. The rate

s

FIG. 7. Fundamental mode relaxation rate 1/t vs r 2 for two
values ofr 150.04 andr 150.05, with alignment layer thicknessa
50.01 and stiffnessk5j2/L250.01 ~cuts through Fig. 6!. In the
region of the coexistingV andB structures the relaxation rate of th
V structure is dashed. 1/t goes to zero at the continuous transitio
~from both sides! and at the stability limits~from one side only!.
8-6
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change of the field must be small so that the viscous eff
in switching are negligible. In practice this would mean th
the frequency of the switching voltage should be sma
than a few hertz.

Figure 9 shows the polarization anglef in the middle of
the cell as a function of the applied voltage for three valu
of r 2 chosen so that at zero voltage the system is respecti
in the V, Bdef, or B structures. At high enough voltage th
system will always be homogeneous, with polarization p
allel to the external field,f5p/2.

In the V structure, as the voltage is decreased from
maximum value,f starts to decrease at some critical volta
Vc . The curve has a characteristic sigmoid shape, show
an approximately linear dependence onV aroundV50. With
polarizer and analyzer parallel and perpendicular to
smectic layer normal one would obtain the characteri
‘‘ V-shaped’’ optical response. The response of theBdef-struc-

FIG. 8. Contour plot of the fundamental mode relaxation rate
a and nonpolar anchoring parameterr 25««0w2 /LP2 for r 150.01
and stiffnessk5j2/L250.01 ~compare with Fig. 5!. The mode re-
laxation rate goes to zero at the continuous transition lines~dot-
dashed! and at the limits of stability~end of dashed lines for theV
structure and end of the contour lines forBdef structure for a
.0.04!. The contour lines for theV structure in the region of co
existence with theB structure are shown dashed.

FIG. 9. Polarization angle in the middle of the cell vs appli
voltage going from the positive to the negative side. The ini
positive voltage is always such that the structure is homogene
with f5p/2. TheB structure shows a pronounced hysteresis. W
no applied voltage, the systems considered here have respec
the V structure~solid line!, theBdef structure~dashed line!, and the
B structure~dot-dashed line!.
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ture shows first some gradual elastic decrease, then a j
very close toV50, as we would expect due to the bistab
nature of theBdef structure, and finally an elastic approach
homogeneous state. But there is very little hysteresis in
response~the jump occurs very close toV50!. The response
of theB structure has a jump at a voltage that is substanti
negative, so it shows a large hysteresis. It also shows s
initial elastic response before jumping to the other side of
SmC cone.

In Fig. 10 we present the optical transmission of the c
vs applied voltage for the same values of the parameters a
Fig. 9. The thickness of the cell is such that it acts as
half-wave plate in a large applied voltage, that is, when
director is oriented uniformly on one side of the smec
cone. We take the cone angleu522.5°, so that with crossed
polarizers aligned with the optic axis when the voltage is
the maximum positive value, the transmission is maximu
and for maximum negative voltage the transmission is ze
The initial and final small deformations from the homog
neous state are nearly unobservable and the main chan
the optical response occurs whenf reorients through 0. So
for the V structure we get a rather linear response charac
istic of ‘‘ V-shaped’’ switching, while for theB andBdef struc-
tures we get a sharp step. In theBdef structure the step occur
very close toV50. In experiments on switching at modera
frequencies, the viscous drag will change the step to a lin
dependence on voltage which may be difficult to distingu
from the true ‘‘V-shaped’’ response.

It is also interesting to look at the fundamental mode
laxation rate as a function of the applied voltage, shown
Fig. 11. The behavior of the same three zero-field structu
as in Figs. 9 and 10 is presented. For the values of par
eters giving theV structure at zero field, in decreasing th
voltage from the maximum positive value we first see a co
plete softening of the relaxation rate at some voltageVc ,
where the transition from the homogeneous to the deform

s

l
us

ely

FIG. 10. Optical response vs applied voltage going from
positive to the negative side. The cell is between crossed polari
aligned with the optic axis at the final negative voltage~inset!,
which is always such that the structure is homogeneous withf
5p/2. Cell thickness corresponds to half-wave plate at the ini
and final voltage. TheB structure shows a pronounced hysteres
With no applied voltage, the systems considered here have res
tively the V structure~solid line!, the Bdef structure~dashed line!,
and theB structure~dot-dashed line!.
8-7
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structure occurs. At any finite voltage the symmetry of theV
structure is broken, and theV and Bdef structures are indis
tinguishable so that no other sharp transition occurs, but
still get additional partial softening of the relaxation rate
small positive and negative voltage. The amount of soften
depends onr 2 and becomes more pronounced close to
zero-fieldV-to-Bdef transition.

The relaxation rate of theBdef structure also shows com
plete softening at the transition to the deformed structure
completely softens again at a small negative voltage just
fore the structure jumps to the other side of the smectic co
On the negative side of the jump the relaxation rate also g
discontinuously to a finite value. Then we again obtain
complete softening at the transition to the homogene
structure.

For theB structure the first complete slowing down of th
relaxation rate occurs well on the negative side ofV50,
where the structure starts to deform elastically. The rel
ation rate goes to zero again just before the system tr
forms to the homogeneous structure on the opposite sid
the smectic cone, where the relaxation rate also jumps
large value.

The behavior of the fundamental mode relaxation rate

FIG. 11. Fundamental mode relaxation rate vs applied volt
going from the positive to the negative side. The initial positi
voltage is always such that the structure is homogeneous witf
5p/2. With no applied voltage, the systems considered here h
respectively theV structure~solid line!, the Bdef structure~dashed
line!, and theB structure~dot-dashed line!.
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measured by dielectric spectroscopy and/or light scatter
as a function of temperature and applied voltage could
used to obtain some of the parameters of the system. Ch
ing the temperature changes the magnitude of the spont
ous polarization, which in our model rescales the parame
r 1 , r 2 , andk. The main difficulty in analyzing measuremen
as a function of the applied voltage would come from t
effect of internal field screening due to the free ions in t
liquid crystal @14#.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented model calculations of the structure
fluctuation dynamics of planar bookshelf ferroelectric liqu
crystal cells including the electrostatic energy of the spon
neous polarization and the insulating alignment layer,
polar and nonpolar parts of the surface anchoring energy,
the elastic energy. Three structures are possible: hom
neous bistable (B), deformed bistable (Bdef), and
monostable ‘‘V switching’’ (V). The V structure is favored
by high spontaneous polarization, thick alignment layers,
a large polar anchoring energy. When both the nonpolar
polar parts of the anchoring energy are large, theB and V
structures can coexist and the transition between them is
continuous. We have also shown that the relaxation rate
the fundamental polarization mode of the system behave
the soft mode of the transitions between the structures
dependence on applied voltage and temperature should
valuable information on the parameters of the system.

In a broader context, our results also show that change
textures of liquid crystals with polar smectic layers need
be due to a thermodynamic phase change. The structur
the domains in a liquid crystal texture can also change
cause the relative magnitudes of the electrostatic, elastic
surface energies vary, as presented in this paper. In addi
stable and metastable structures can coexist. This could
haps help to explain the bewildering richness of the textu
observed in the banana type sinectic phases.
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